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Electric Trains

Electric trains are very good for the environment because they use electricity 
instead of using coal. They are also good even though they cost a lot of money to 
build, they have more people in them, and they are better than having a lot of 
cars. 



What Makes an Electric Train “Smart”?
Electric trains have a large capacity to 
transport people and cargo freights. It has no 
carbon emissions plus it’s energy and cost 
efficient. It is fast, some trains can run up to 
320 km/hr, has no traffic, looks cool, and best 
of all it’s better than using thousands of cars 
that pollutes the air we breathe. 

These type of trains helps save money because they 
have cheaper travel cost than driving a car and 
helps the environment! How smart is that!



Coal Using Trains
Coal using trains hopefully will be 
gone into the future. Coal trains 
use a lot of coal because they 
are very big machines, and that 
is probably why all of the coal in 
the world is going down. This 
explanation is why we should 
build more electric trains and 
less coal and fossil fuels, 
including gas and oil.



● Electric trains hold more people than 
any other vehicle

● It’s faster than most vehicles
● They’re less expensive to ride
● Electricity can power a train much 

faster
● Electric trains are more quieter and 

cleaner
● More environmentally-friendly than 

thousands of cars being used at the 
same time

● Electric trains are also cheaper to run 
and they cost less to maintain

● No traffic

● Costs a huge amount of money to build
● It can get uncomfortable if the train is 

too full
● Routes are sometimes not direct to 

where you need to go, you may need to 
do a number of transfers between 
trains and even busses 

● The frequency of trains is sometimes 
less outside the rush hour so the wait 
time is longer

● Sometimes when the train malfunctions 
it can go out of service for a long time


